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For millions
of years, man
has looked to the
sky and envied the
birds. Now, you can
fly just like the birds—
silently, using the wind
currents and thermals
nature provides. With safe
and proven platform
winch towing, you can
even fly in the
flatlands of
North Texas!

Now, learning to fly like a
bird is easier and safer
than ever, using tandem
instruction. Starting with an
introductory ground school
and discovery tandem flight,
you will already be well on
the way to becoming one
with the wind. There is no
faster or safer way to learn
hang gliding.

You will feel the wind in
your face, and the quiet
rush of air over the
wing...

Standing on the ground
will never be the same. hangdog@earthlink.net 972-345-7229

http://hangdogproductions.com
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...the flying-est flying...
Hang gliding is perhaps the most sublime sport a human
can do. It is truly three-dimensional—it enriches you
physically, mentally, and spiritually. Fullfill a fantasy
man has had since the beginning—soar with the birds,
just like the birds... using the power of nature.

Learning to hang glide is easier and safer than ever, using
proven and safe tandem instruction. Starting with an
introductory ground school and discovery tandem flight,
you will already be well on the way to becoming one
with the wind.

There is no faster or safer way
to learn hang gliding.

We have solved the
lack of mountains in

Texas by driving our own mountains—in the form of
payout winches. We pull up a glider behind a vehicle,
and reach altitudes of up to a few thousand feet. Then
we release the tow line, and search for thermals—to stay
aloft or even head out cross-country.

Flights from the DFW area can reach over 9,000 feet,
and over 100 miles cross-country.

Visit our web site for videos and details.
For lesson packages, see the table on the other side.
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How high?

Ever
want to

fly like
a bird? 

Now
you

can!
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Lesson Pricing Matrix

Hang I (Beginner)
Foot Launch Package

All Equipment Provided
Ground School
30 Flights at Training Hill (6 Hill Lessons)
USHGA Student Membership and Log Book

Hang II (Novice)
Foot Launch Package

All Equipment Provided
8 Hours of Ground School
Printed Reference Materials
60 Flights at Training Hill (10 Hill Lessons)
USHGA Student Membership and Log Book
3 Flights from 400' Mountain

$1200

Hang II (Novice)
Tow Launch
Deluxe Package

All Equipment Provided
8 Hours of Ground School
Printed Reference Materials
15 Instructional Tandem Flights
3 Solo Platform Tow Flights
USHGA Student Membership and Log Book
Discounts on Purchase of New Equipment

$1350

Hang II (Novice)
Tow/Foot Launch
Deluxe Package

All Equipment Provided
8 Hours of Ground School
Printed Reference Materials
15 Instructional Tandem Flights
3 Solo Tow Flights
Platform Tow Rating from USHGA
Foot Launch Clinic
3 Flights from 400' Mountain
USHGA Student Membership and Log Book
Discounts on Purchase of New Equipment

$1600

Hang Gliding...

How far?

“For long minutes at a time,
I forget I’m flying a hang glider–
and know only that I’m flying…”

—Richard Canant

Over a hundred years ago, mankind finally suceeded in
the quest skyward. Since then, for over 100 years, man
has struggled to fly higher, faster, to carry more cargo, or
more people.

In this pursuit of powered flight, the simple joy of just
flying somewhere got lost. Until now.

It is hard to describe what it feels like to someone who
has never experienced free flight, flight unencumbered
by engines, control sticks and enclosing
structures. The weight
shift control of a

hang glider makes
flying a direct physical

experience, with the air becom-
ing a tangible force that you must work

with and sometimes must fight... You are never separat-
ed from the elements—you feel the wind in your face,
hear the quiet, and feel the power of rising air.

...there’s nothing on earth like it!
I’ve been flying for 26 years,
and hold a USHGA Advanced
rating and both Basic and
Tandem Instructor ratings.
Try hang gliding—it will
change your life!
—Pete Hammer, Instructor

USHGA # 54802

We proudly sell Moyes gliders and harnesses. Ask about our other video and
web services, including Team Highlight Reels, Logo and T-Shirt designs,
Newsletter and Web Design, Graphic Arts and Media Memories—the best gift
for the special events in your life.

“One could also not have asked for a better
mentor ... Through his careful observations, rock
steady flying skills, and wise advice I was able
to soak up invaluable hours of lessons, thank
you Pete...

I would highly recommend Pete Hammer to
anyone considering spreading their wings. He‘s
your safety ticket to cloudbase and then back
down to earth again.”

Christine (Tine) Schiel
Golden, CO

Group discounts available. All packages are upgradeable. All prices and packages
subject to change.

Tandem flights and lessons are held at the Grayson County Airport, near Sherman,
Texas. For foot-launch training, locations vary depending on wind conditions;
contact us for details. Travel costs not covered.

Know someone more adventurous than you that you want to watch try it first?
Give them a gift certificate!

“I hold the glider and we begin to fuse. I feel
each little gust against my fabric, each small
change in the angle of the flow across my
carefully curved wing. Finally I am balanced
with the wind. I run down the hill, each step
getting lighter, each step taking me closer to
being a creature of the air. And then I’m flying!

To tease out the hidden currents of rising air
and steal a few hour’s ride where only bird
creatures can go is… magic.”

—Kevin Caldwell
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